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! The future is usually not just an extension of the present !



Yes, we’ve heard it all before… but now it’s getting real:)



Das ‘Tal des Todes’ ist oft ein unvermeidbarer Teil der 

digitalen Transformation
The good news: media industries are coming out of the valley of death



‘Reason to buy’ always beats ‘forcing to pay’ 
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Humanity will change more in the next 

20 years than in the past 300 years



Man and Machine ‘converge’ *



Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

Technology becomes invisible; moves inside (of us, too)

Image: Minority Report The Movie
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“Machines are for answers, humans are for questions” (Kevin Kelly)
and…good stories generate questions!!





Image of BP platform via US Coast Guard

#Humarithm (the rest)Algorithm (2-10%)



The future of news media: do we want ‘reductionism’ 
driven by algorithms, or human-centric storytelling?
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Imagination is more important than knowledge *Einstein
The Moravec Paradox (Wikipedia) 

Marvin Minsky emphasizes that the most 
difficult human skills to reverse engineer are 

those that are unconscious.  
"In general, we're least aware of 
what our minds do best. We’re 

more aware of simple processes 
that don't work well than of 

complex ones that work flawlessly.”

http://en.wikipedia.org/wiki/Marvin_Minsky


  New interfaces, augmented/virtual reality, 3D: a whole new creative arena

Twitter: @gleonhard



New forms of visual media based on virtual reality, holograms



Everyone* and everything is moving into the Cloud…



http://rt.com/news/225451-internet-disappear-google-chairman/

Media is finally unchaining from distribution



3 Billion+ OTT users fka viewers by 2020
  “Linear TV has been on an amazing 50 year run,    

[but] Internet TV is starting to grow. Clearly over 
the next 20 years Internet TV is going to replace 
linear TV. … Internet TV is the way that people 

will consume video in the future” 



Approx. 20% of 
households headed by 
people under 25 do not 

have a television but 
watch programmes on 
other devices, such as 

laptops and tablets  
*global stat

http://www.economist.com/news/business/21591600-americas-largest-cable-company-becoming-more-firms-it-battling-against 



☯

“Broadbanding"

Broadcasting 



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

@gleonhard



Visual media explodes, taking audience from text (print/digital). OTT video 
takes increasing audience / mind-share from traditional OTA/cable/satellite



Broadcast and 
theatres

Cable & 
Satellite

Cloud & OTT 
(mobile, social, AR/VR…)

The evolution of visual media



It’s no longer (just) about distribution but about attention and mindshare



The fight for attention / mindshare is only going to increase: focus on experiences!
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Pursue emotional impact and engagement to become indispensable



Fragmentation: more hits in the niches



Mobile rules everywhere, for everyone



Media Commerce Money Health Education…
Mobile



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

We’re at the take-off point - and the money always follows the eyeballs

http://qz.com/365293/it-took-a-decade-but-mobile-video-is-finally-exploding/



http://frankdiana.wordpress.com/2014/04/03/the-smart-home/

Soon: direct, instant, low-cost, viral micro-payments, P2P



Digital efficiency dramatically reduces ‘per-unit’ prices as  
we are going from ownership to access, everywhere



Get ready for abundance: distribution (i.e. availability) will no longer be an issue 
- but meaning, relevance, interface, timing, relationship, sense and purpose are



Increasing abundance of media, content and entertainment means 
that brand, context, uniqueness and added values become crucial



Content platforms that don’t have a secondary purpose will be crucial
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“If you don’t pay you are the content” 



Complete re-invention of advertising…as Content
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1. The future will be exponentially different than the present - the next 
20 years will bring 100x changes (automation, robotization, AI…) 

2. Broadcasting is converging with broadbanding: think Mobile  + OTT 
3. ‘Reason to buy’ beats ‘forcing to pay’ (paywill not paywall) 
4. Machines are for answers, humans are for questions (right brain!) 
5. We are going from the knowledge economy to the experience eco. 
6. It’s no longer about distribution but about mindshare and attention 
7. To counter abundance create relevance by adding unique values


